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C.1 Introduction
The radio performance monitor (radmon) is a program for monitoring and analyzing the performance

3

of the SINCGARS radio simulation for SIMNET. Radmon monitors traffic on the similafion
network and records information broadcast by the SINCGARS radio simulator hosts concerning every
important state change of every simulated radio. For example, when the channel selection knob on a
radio is muned to a different channel, the SINCGARS radio simulator broadcasts a TransmitterPDU
giving the new frequency selection for that radio. Radmon receives the trasmissioa and records
which radio changed state, the nature of the change, and the time at which the chant

-

3ccufred.

Radmon maintains a running history of these state changes for each radio.
The information that radmon records can be saved in a file and subsequently rest.,cd from that file.
Radmon allows the user in browse through the recorded data to examine interw.tion_ in detail. The
recorded data can also be summarized to show channel utilization, radio utilization,, and other
statistics of radio activity.
The collected information can be presented in several ways. A stripchart display shows the activity
of radios as a function of time. A connectivity map shows the the communication paths that are

3

usable. A status display shows the detailed state of individual radios.

,

/
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C.2 Summary of SINCGARS Radio Simulation
The simulation of SITN-GARS radios is performed by one or more radio simulation hosts. Details of
this simulation are given elsewhere, but those aspects which are pertinent to radmon will be

3

summarized here. Esch radio simulation host simulates the operation of one or more SINCGARS

radios. The simulation host receives digitized voice data from microphones in the simulated vehicle
or standalone radio and broadcasts this data whenever the push-to-talk button the microphore is
pressed. When the simulation hosts receive this, data, they play it through the earphones or speakers
coraiected to the those radios which the simulation indicates are capable of receiving the signal.

3

For each simulated radio, the simulation host monitors the position of various knobs and buttons on a
front paneL

Tlcse knobs and buttons allow the selection of radio channels, frequencies, power

levels, and so on. As the user changes the settings of the knobs or pushes the buttons, the simulation

Shost notices these changes, incorporates the changes into the state information it maintains and

3

broadcasts a "transmitter PDU" giving the new state so that the other radio simulation hosts also
know the state of every simulated radio in the network.
The radio simulation hosts also monitor the "vehicle appearance PDUs" broadcast by the vehicle
simulators to determine tie position of the vehicls and hence the radios in those vehicles. The
radio simulation hosts also broadcast vehicle appearance PDUs for standalone radios which are not
installed in vehicles. The position information contained in the vehicle appearance PDUs allows the
signal atenuation from a transmitter to a potential receiver to be computed using a radio propagation

*

model. The attenuation and transmitter power level allows the received signal strength to be
determined for every active transmitter. From the received signal strength, the radio tuning, and the
assumed receiver sensitivity, the radio simulation host can determine which signal, if any a given
radio can receive.
The radio simulation host broadcasts a "receiver PDU" each time the signal a radio is receiving

3

changes. The receiver PDU specifies which transmitter is being received and its signal strength. In
the case that all signals me too weak to be received, a receiver PDU is broadcast specifying which
transmitter has strongest signal and what the received signal strength is. These receiver PDUs are
not used by the radio simulation, but are broadcast specifically to provide information for the use of
data loggers and programs such as radmmoo.

I

I

I.
3I
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C.3 Data Acquisition

3

Radmon monitors the transmitter and receiver PDUs broadcast by the radio simulation hosts and the
vehicle appearance PDUs broadcast by the vehicle and radio simulation hosts. As each PDU is
received, the state of the affected radio or radios is changed. A radio's state consists of the
following informadon:
o

Turing (frequency or hopsevlockout set).

o

Status. One of the following:
non-existant
No TransmitterPDU received for 12 seconds.
inactive

Existant and operative but not doing anything.

I

3

inoperative The vehicle or its antenna has been destroyed.
receiving

The radio is receiving a tranmission.

not-receivoing
The radio is not rer iving a transmission because the received power is less
than the noise power. Receiver noise (sensitivity) and interfering transmissions
all contribnte to the noise power. The strongest transmitter is identified as the
transmitter which is not being received.

3

transmitting The radio is transmitting.
o

Speaker (who's talking if the status is transmitting).

o

Antenna height.

o

Transmitted power.

o

Received power (if receiving or not-receiving).

o

Who is transmitting (if receiving or not-receiving).

o

Geographic position.

I

3

5

The new state is found in or entered into a hash table and the poiiw to that hash table entry along
with the time at which the PDU was received is appended to the timeline for that radio, A separate
timeline is maintained for each radio. As new radios appeir in the network, a rnew timeline is
started for that radio. The current implementation maintains all timelines in main memory. The

3

timelines comprise the raw data from which radmon generates various displays.

C
I
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C.4 Program Organization
Radmon is an X-windows application using the Moif toolkit. The content end layout of the user

interface is specified using Motif UIL (User Interface Language). tr. X-windows resource file
specifies details of the interface such as the words used to label the huttons ,.d the text of headings
can b: determined at runtime. This accomodates personal preferences a :., ell as allowing foreign

language interface&.
Radmon is a- typical X-windows application in that it is evnnt-driven. .-Various events such as
pressing a mouse button or typing a key on the keyboard generates an event. The program
dispatches on the event to perform an action appropriate to the event.
In addition to X-windows e-,.nts, radmon uses the UNIX alarm clock signal to periodically wake up
and proress PDUs received from the simulation network. This interrupt occurs frequently enough to
avoid data overruns from the network, but not so often that an excessive amount of overhead is
incurred in such processing. The network interface hardware timestamps the incoming PDUs so that
the delay before they are processed is inconsequential. The timestamps attached to the PDUs by the
hardware are sufficiently areurate that the causality of simulation events is readily determined. For
example, if a receiver stops receiving a transmission, radmon can determine if the cessation of
reception is because the transmission stopped or because the signal was lost due to propagation
effects. In the former case, radmon will receive a receiver PDU indicating the end of reception and
a transmitter PDU indicating the end of trausmission at about the same time. In the latter case, the
end of transmission will not occur until much later.
As described abuv-, state changes reponed by thee incoming PDUs are used to construct a timeline
for each radio. hese timelines constitute the raw data from which various displays are generated.
We will describe the content of these displays and other aspects of the user interface to explicate the
remaining aspects of the operation of the radmon program.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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C.5 User Interface
The user interface to radmon consists of a window containing a panel of buttons on the left side and
a wollable area on the righL The panel of buttons is dividet into three areas: At the top are the

3

basic function buttons (see figure 1). In the middle are the sub-function buttons for those functions
requiring stib-functicns. For example, the States function has three sub-functions. The bottom
contains a set of selection buttons which vary from function to function.

Figure 1: Radmon Function Buttons
The function buttons consist of the following:
Quit

Exits the program. Accumulated data is discarded.

Debug

Dumps debugging information useful to programmers.

Reset

Discards accumulated raw data and begins collecting new data.

Read

Reads raw data from a file. A file sehttion dialog is popped up and new raw data is

3

read from the specified tle. The old raw data is discarded. After reading a file. data
arriving from 'the simulation network is ignord and only the-data read from the file is
available for display or analysis.
Write

Writes raw data to a file. A rile selection dialog is popped up and th curtent raw data
is written to the file. Data arriving from the simultion network while the rile is being
written may be lost. but additioaal data will be added to the raw data after the write

.1
3

operation is completed.
Map

A connectivity map, is displayed. This is described in more detail below.

Status

Allows status descriptions for individual radios to be displayed. See below.

State

Generates a statistics summary. This is described in detail below.

Trafjic

A traffic strip chart is displayed. This is described in detail below.

IC
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C.6 Connectivity Map Display
The connectivity map displays a map of vehicles with radios and their connectivity. This map does
not represent the aczwzl vehicle locations. In fact, usually the user must reposition the vehicles to
avoid cli a on the screen. Each vehicle is represented by a rectangle on the screen. These
rectangles are labelled with the vehicles' bumper numbers if available. If a bumper number is not
available, that vehicle's rectangle is labelled with the vehicle id number. The background color of
the vehicle rectangles is normally olive drab, boit is changed to a'grayish olive for vehicles which are
appvmrnty non-existant (no vehicle appenrance PDU for more than 12 seconds). Figure 2 shows a
typical ononectivity map.D

.I

It

:I&C nc~ v
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Attached to either end of the vehicle rectangle is a rectangle for each radio the vehicle contains.

3

The *A" radio is on the left side and the "B" radio is on the right. Vehicles with no 'B" radio have
no rectangle on the right side. Again, the background color of the rectangle denotes the existance of
the radio.

It is possible for a non-existant vithicle to have existant radios and vice-versa although

this is mommalous and usually transient

A non--existant radio on an existant vehicle is usually due to

the radio simulator for that radio being inoperative. A non-existant vehicle with an existant radio is
also transtory since the radio simulator for that radio will note the missing vehicle appearance PDUs
and cease transmitting transmiterPDUs for the radios of that vehicle.
The background color of the radio rectangle also denotes whether it is receiving, not-receiving,
transmitting, or doing nothing. A tcar•mitting radio is colored green, a receiving radio is colored

3
3
3

magenta, a not-receiving radio is colored red, and a radio doing nothing is colored olive-drab.
The vehicle rectangles are initially placed on the connectivity map in a position corresponding to
their relative positions in the world. That is a given vehicle will be positioned on the connectivity
map to the left of all vehicles which are more westerly than itself and will be positioned above all

3
3

vehicles which are more southerly tan itself. However, the distance betwem vehicles on the map is
not proporional to their actual separation. This is done because vehicles we often clustered into a
few widely separated groups with the result that all the rectangles for vehicles in a grup end up
being displayed with nearly identical positions.

The vehicle rectangles may be moved by simply positioning the w.iouse over a vehicle rectangle,
depressing the left button, dragging the rectangle to a new position, and releasing the button.
The state of connetivity between pairs of radios is represented by drawing a lightning bolt between
the radios. The shape and color of this bolt represents the state of connectivity between the radios.

f

Radios which are not twued to the same frequency or hopset have nothing drawn between them. For
radios which are tuned the same, but which have never transmitted to each other (while the radmoan
program has been running), Lhi bolt is an empty outline. For radios which have successfully
trarsmitting in one drection but never transmitted in the other direcio,

I

the bolt is green and

pointed on only-one end (the receivin. end). For radios which have successfully transmitted both
ways, the bolt is green and pointed on buth ends. For radios which have failed to hear a utansmiuer,
the bolt is colored red on the end which has failed to receive (both ends am colored red if neither
has heard the other). For transmissions that are curmently active, the bolt is striped green and black
and animated in the directiun of uansmission. For transmissions' tat we currently active and for
which reception has been preempted by another simuldtanýus transmissiom, th bolt is colored oMange.

3

I
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The map display is normally maintained in real time. As each radio changes state, the display is
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changed. In particular, at any moment the map display shows who is trw.sn-.ing and receiving and,
more anportantly, who is not. During periods of rapid-fire communication, the display may lag
behind. This happens for two reasons: First, the display update takes time and, second, we desire to
display every state change for a minimum interval to insure its visibility. The lag in the display has
a minimal effect on the acquisition of raw data.

I

The map display can also be frozen and stepped from onz state change tu the next or stepped to the
next anoma'!9s state. Anomalcus states are those containing red or orange bolts. This stepping

I

feature is best used in conjunctin with the tiaffic diplay (see below). When the traffic display
mark is moved and the connectivity map display i; frozen, then the connectivity display shows the

3

I
'I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

connectivity at the time selected in the traffic display. In this way the connectivity display can be
used to review earlier anomalies.
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C.7 Status DisplayU
W."n the "status" button is selected, selection buttons for every radio are presented. Selx~tig these
buttons, causes a box for each selected ridio to be displayed (figure 3).. This box describes the stateI
of the radio and is updated whenever the state changes. Again. if the trffic display is fwcz-A the
status boxes display the state of the radios at the time selected by the traffic mark Whenever the
information in a box, changes, the changed information is displayed in blue Old informiation is

shown in black.3

JI
011

Figure 3: Status Display
The selection buttonts use a Motif selection policy known as-extended se~ecrim. This means that it
the mouse is pocitioed over r button- and the left mouse button is clikdd that button becomes
selected. Multiple Nuttons may be selected by dragging throuigh several buftons. Normally, theI
previously srlected buttons are edeared ;,; tach selection stans. This action is omitted if fthcontrol
key is held down which fte mouse button is pressed. In this case if the buttori where the selection
starts was already selected. then the action deselects, all the buttons which arm drugged over. TheI
most tiseful actiuns arm to click on single buttons to select a radio for sami display, drug fromn the
frust button rl the )ast to select all radios, and to control-,click on individual buttons to either select
or deselact them.

C-10I
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C.8 State Display
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The state display presents a summary of radio activity. When the "State" button is selected. A
panel of three sub-function buttons appears. These buttons do the following:

I

radio

Presents radio selection buttons. Summary information is is presented for the radios
selected from this panel. These are selection buttons; information about radios which
ae not selected is simply not presented.

3
3
3

arzributes Presents attribute selection buttons. The 'attributes selected by these biottons detmmine
which states are included in the summary. These are filtering buttons; attributes which
m not selected ae igaored when distinguishing one state from another. The statistics

for states which differ only in unselected attrlbutes are combined.
status

Presents status type selection burons. The selected status types are included in the
summary. These are also a selection buttons; information about states which have a
status which is not selected are simply not prornted.

The state display consists' of one or more rows of information. Each mw summarizes one or more
gsates of one o- more radios. Each cohmnn contains the value of an attribute or statistic for those
states. The statistics consist of the following:

I%

The percentage of all time that is spent in this -tate. When radios are individually
summarized (radio attribute selected) pezrentat,., are computed separately for each
radio and thus the numbers in the column for one radio will sum to 100 (small
rounding eors may occur). When the radios are aggregated (radio attribute not
selected), the sum of all percentages will agaizi sum to 100.

I

CowUt

The number of times a radio (or all radios) was (were) in this smate.

Avg Tune

The average duration of time spent in this state.

Max Tine The maximum duration of time spent in this stae.

3

When an attribute is omied all the states which are identical except for that attribute are combined.
Statistics me combined as follows: Count is added. Total time in the combined Ate is coumputed
by adding the times from the individual staws and thus, % is added. Avg Tune is computed from

the combined tOtal time and combined count. Max Tiwe is the maximum duration of time spent in
any of the combined states. Incomputing Max Tioe, the duraton of time spent in a state is
determined independent of which sutes might be combined. ',Therdre, a tiinsition from one state to
mother with which it is being combined still counts as a state change; the duradons nre not adde,

I.
I

1
c,-CII
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C.9 Traffic Display
The traffic display consists of a number of horizrnmtal lines of data representing the state of radios as3
a function of time (see figure 4). Four states are distnguisheA- non-existanifinoperadve. im-ctive,
transzniuting. and receiving. The non-exis
e/noteb
yam -reeiving stOt is is represented by a
line with the ami color as the background (whinch is therefore invisible). The inactive state is
represented by a thin black line. The transmitting state is,represented by a thick green ILine. The
receiving state is represented by a thick magenta line.I

Figure 4: Traffic Display
When the traffic display is se~ected, two~ sub-function button appear~
Thning

Permits, transmissions on particular frequencies or hopsets to be highlighted.I
Transmissions and receptions for unselected ti'wiingsare shown in black rather than
color. Selecting no tuning buttons is equival Ient to selecting them all.1

Radio

Selects which radios awe included in the display.

The visible porion o(fth traffic display shows the data for sooe pmiicular portion of arme'andI
normally squilb to keep th present time at the right edge of the di4la. Arrows at either end of
fthstrip ailow the display to be scrolled left or right to expose a different pus of the data. In1
addition, a scrollbar at the, bottom (if the display allows traversing the data by larger amounts: The
scroilber represents the entire available data and the slider represents the visible portion of the data.
The slider may be dragged to the region of interest. Clicking the left button to the left of the slider
moves the slider one page earlier an the data; clicking the left button to the right of the slider
advances the slider by %xepage. Clicking the left button in the left arrow moves the slider a smallU
amount earlier in the data and clicking the left button is the right arrow moves the slider a small

C-1;~
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amount later in the data. Depressing the shift key while clicking in either arrow moves the slider all
the wa- to either the beginning of the data (left arrow) or the end of the data (right arrow). Buttons
allow zootaing in or out to change the scale factor of the dispiay.
Te traffic display allows & region of the display to be delimited using the mouse. If the left mouse
button is pressed while positioned over the strip chart a mark iplaced at that point in time and shown

3I
3

as a blue vertical line over the chart

If. after the button is pressed, the mouse is mo.'4.left or rigNt

and then released, a second mark is made and again depicted as a blue vertical lir.ai

The *Zoom in"

and "Zoom Out" butons apply to the region thdu delimited. "Zoom in" expands the image to make
the delimited region f'a between the left and right edges. "Zoom Out" shrinks the image to make the
entir

picture appear between the delimited extrwmes. When no region has been delimited, the zoom

buttons zoom by a facto of two.
The *Fit" button causes the entire recorded data to be compressed into the display.

When the mark is positioned in the ufflic display. the display is frozen and automatic scrolling
ceases. The display will remain frozen until the "Thaw" button is selected. The display may also be
frozen without setting the mark by selecting the "Freeze" button.

At very small scales fte duation of uarm issions or recepto

I

display is biased towar

showing tuwnsmis

becomes very short. T7e tffic

in preference to reception or inactivity. Therefore, at

very smull scales the display will be mostly green.

I
I

I
I
I
3
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C.iO Customizatiun
Most of the factors controlling the operation of radmon art specified as X-windows reso,"ies and
may be found in: /simnet/data/radmon/radmnon. res. These values may be overridden using
the -xnn option in the cotemand invoking radmon. For example:
radmon -xrm '*exerclseID:

7'

Sets the exaciselD filter parameter so that radmon ignores all PDUs which are not part of exercise
7.
radmon -xrm 'radmontstatus.hilitedColor:

green'

1
3
U

Changes the color used to display new values in the satus displays.
The following is a list of the resources for which values ae specified in radmon.res. Those
resources which ae obvious or which ar. excessively complicaurd ae ,wt described. Also, aa
resource ,ames begin with radmonO which has been omitted for brevity.

3

geometry:

3

800W600

The size and position of the radmon display window.
exerciselD:

255

The eyercise ID of smnulation PDUs which are monitored by radmo.
shadowThi'kkde

I

2

I

The thickness of the shadow around butons.
Buttoul.animateleterral:

ISO,

Tbe interval (in milliseconds) between updates during scroUll g of bauncs.

radmom.omlineLabelFormset

SINCGARS alio Monitor -- %v\nOnline
Data~nMomit~ing by %H (%E) on %d %M
%y at %b:9*:%s

3

This is the format used for composing the main tide. The fc lowing escape sequences are
%H

Host name -

the ne

%8 The ethee add

a

s ruining.

on the simulawion ctwort.

%F

The nmne o( the dam file being perused or "nLe"

%v

The radmoa

%t

The ume at which the data was acquired.

%w

The day of the week.

the dun is being gathered online.

version n-rmber.

%M The moth.
%d The day o( the month.

C-44

of the lhks on which

I
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%h

The hour.

%m

The minute.

%s

The second.

%Y

The four-digit year.

%y

The two-digt year.
%v\nData
SINCGARS Radio Monitor
From File: %FinMonitored by %H (%E) on
%d %M %y at %h'%m:%s

radmom.offieLabelFormat:

-

"Thnis is the format of the main tile for data which comes from a- file. The excape sequences

3

we the sine as for the online formaL
Fake

reonrvAnrwSpace:

Specifies that the scrolling button list• should reserve a space for scrolling rrows even when
they ae not needed for a Pafticula list.
*helvetca-bold-r-normal--•14*75*75*

out:

3

The font used for text labels.
Ohelvetka-boid-r-normal---14"7575

fotdmt:

The fonts u.ud for text labels. (No labels currettly use more than one font).

0

ButtoiL.borderWidth:
The width of the border wound button labels.
fuacto=*butto=A=umCohma-

3

3

The number of columns used for the function uton list.

iemacttombuttom.,owin

The number of rows'used for the function button list.
HILITE WHEN SELECTED

functioebuttom.hilitePolicr.

Cauos buttons to be highlighted only when selected. Merely, passing the mouw

bution will not cause it to be highlighted.
fuact•*mbutt~quit:

3
3

over a

Quit

The atn of the label on the quit buttor.
Deb"g

fuactoombuthoi.dmmp:

The

xt of the, label an the debug buun
,d

hactioubttuur

Read'

The text o( the label on the read burton.
fImactieObtttoawrte

Write

SThe xt o( t label an the write button.
fuacto*b.Atoea•a:

aet
R.

1The
out o( tI•hlablon the ream bhutm.
Map

fW"tctKoeeMtto@@uap:

3

C-iS
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The text of the, label on the map button.
function~buffons.state:

states

The text of the label an the states button.
functlanbuttomstraffic:

Traffic

Thw text of the label on the traffic button.I
nunctioufbuttoas~staftus.

status

The text of the label on the status buN".5
functioumwidth:

200

7Ue width of tie xea for function buttns.

funclomspacing:

31

The spacing between function buttam.
state attribute functloas~labellIabelString:
State Display\nAttriibute ChoicesI
The label for the state attribute sub-function button list.
state attribute functiousseectionPolicr.

EXTENDED SELECT3

The selection polcy for, the attribute selection buttons.
state attribute functioasbllltePolicy:

HIUTE)'JHEN-SELECTED5

See above.
state-statusfuuctloos'lbbdlJabelString:

State Display~nStatus Choices

The label for the state display status selection button list.
state status tunctloiasselectoaPolicy:
EXTENDED-SELECT
statet-atus fuuctloasilftePolicy

HIUTE WHEN SELECTED

statejradiofancdouslabeIJabelString:

State Display~nRadio Choices'

state-radafunctioa

EXTENDED-SELECT

selectioePolicy:

bbleradiorfuactio~sehlitero~icr.

HI fTEWHEN-SELECTEDI

statu-jfaciu

Status Dlsplay~nRadlo, ChokesI

slabed1JabelStriar:

statusjrunctioOsiew

sopolicr:

EXTrENDED SELECT3

status knfl~toohili~tePoilcy:

HILITE-WHEN-SELECTED3

trafflcjaodioj-rnctlouslabeLlabelString:,

Traffic Display~aRadle Chokes5
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bifc radio function ~electionpolicry

EXTENDED-SELECT

t2'Craic.adio-functionsmilitePolicy:

I
Itrafti

MlUTE WHEN- SELECTED

traffic tuningjfunctionslabeLlabe lStr lug:

Trafric Display~nTuning Choices

tuning functions*selectiouPolicy:

EXTENDED -SELECT

traffic tunlngjfunctioas~hiitepolicy:

I
I
1map

MULTE WHEN SELECTED

P-inajnctionsihbell.labelStringv

m&p AinctionsselectionPoijcy:
tunctWoahiiite~oficy:

Connectivity Display\nRadio Choices
EXTENDED-SELECT
JULITE WHEN SELECTED

map.functioussrows.,

10
The number of rows of buton in the selection lists.
statmsbilitedColor.
blue
The color of changed so=tu values in Mstaz boxes.
iatxu~ashilizedColor.
black
The color Of unchanged stamtu -;z!ues.
statm re.width:
3600
The width of a status box.
statusurcsbado'WThick ONu

I
I
f

0

The stazwrc Widget COipoeSO fth satu box from a heading, a sepmawt and

list of labels.

Change these resource at your peril.
utatzurcMAItarforder.

0

status ac~borderWldth:

0

SatauircmadJustMargin:

Pabse

status rcimarglnHeigbtt.~

0
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status rc.marginWidth:

0

status-- zsepp.margin:

3

3
g

The space around the separator in the status display.

status rc.hesding.borderWidth:

0

The width of the border around the heading rning.
status rc,.heding,€loseJabelString:

Close

3

The label in the close button of a status box.
status rc.body.marginWidth:

0

statusrc.body.spacing:

-4

i

The spacing between lines in the status box. A negative spacing places the lines a little
closer together than the default spacing. If this is too negative, ascenders or descenders may
be lost. This may need to be adjusted if the font is changed.
status-rgbody.XmLabelGadget.labelString:

From:

Vehicle 101, Radio A--

A prototype string used for sizing the labels in the status box.
status rc.body.XmLabelGadgeLtmarginHeight:

0

statusre~jody.XmLabelGadgeLborderWidth:

0

atus r.body.XmLabeiGadgeLrecomputeSize:

stt

re.body.XamLabeLlabelString:

False

From:

status re.body.XmLabeLmarginHeight:

01

ststatJrebodyJtmLabeLborderWidth:

0

,sbtu_rc.body.XmIbLab wec

False

puteSiw.

traufcoraL.width:
The width oft taffic -display.

4M5

trl&comuSpadang:

S

1U spacing between elements of the traffic display.

c-li
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traWkform.marg in Width:

5

The side margins for the elements of the traffic display.
traffrcJorm.marginHeight:

S

The top and bottom margins for the elements of the traffic display.
Close

Strafflclorm.closeja

The label on the "close" button in a traffic display.
traffkiormloom-in.habelString*

Zoom In

The label on the "zoom in" button.

3
3

tramcorm.zoom outlabefltring:

Zoom Ot t

The label on the "zoom out" button.
traffl.orm.rn.labelString:

\Fit\

The label on the "fit" buton.
trafflc.formfreeze.labelString:

Freeze

The label on the "freeze" u tton.

3

traffickorm.untreeze.labelString:

The label on the "thaw" button.
*-heivetca-medium-r-uo'mal--10-*-75-75"

trafflcJont:

3~The
3

Thaw

font for labels in the traffic display.

green
trafflctransmitBarColor:
The color of a traffic bar during transmission.
traflc.ransmitBarHeight:
magenta

trafNimcreeivelarCoor,
The color of a traffic bar during transmission.

S

,rafll.receiveBarHeighl.:

3
3

The height of a traffic bar during transmission.
trfic.notReceiveBarColor:

red

The color of a traffic bar during non-reception.
traflk.AotRecelvelarHelght:

0

The height of a traffic bar during non-reception.

dark date grey

traffic.untunedBarColo.

3

The color of a traffic bar during transmission or reception not on one of the selected
fquencies or hopsets.
traffic.untunedBarHeight:

S

The height of a traffic bar duing transmission or recepto not on one o( the selected
S

firequencis or hopsets.

I..
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tramicsilentBarColor.

dark slate grey

The color of a traffic bar during silence.
tramffcursorColor:

medium blue

I

I
3

The color of the cursors in the traffic display.
traffic sub functionsinnerlabeliabeLString:

Traffic

The label on the traffic sub-function menu.
,traft-sub functionsJnner.List.hilitePolky:

HILITEWHEN. SELECTED

The traffic sub-function button hilite policy.
traffc sub func ionsinner.LisLrows:

3

The nwnber of rows of traffic sub-ftuiction buttons.
traerncsub fuuctionsJnner.List.numColumns:

2

The number of columns of traffic sub-function buttons.
state sub functionsInner.labeLlabelString:

State

The label on the state sub-function menu.
state sub functionsinner.List.hiiitePolicy:

1
HILITE WHENSELECTED

The state sub-function button hilite policy.
state sub functionsinner.Llst.rows:

3

The number of rows of state sub-function buttons.
sub, function rc.*jnuer.width:

188

TMG width of the sub-function button area.
subjfunction-rc.*Jnner.heigbt:

90

The height of the sub-function button area.
state.formmpacing:

j

5

I
3
3

The spacing between elements of the state display.
state.form.anarginWidth:

S

The side margins for elements of the state display.
sate.form.marginHeight:

S

The top and bottom margins for clements of the state display.
stateworul.body.resizePolicy:

RESIZE NONE

The size of the state display is determined by its contents (rather than vice-versa).
state.formlabelJabelString:

r
N

Radio Statistics

The label on the state display5
stateform.coueJabelString:

Close

The label on the "close" button of the state display.
state.font:
1The font used in the state display.
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S00

The default width of the .tate display. In practice, the width is determined from the contjents.
statebody.mar3inWidta:

3

0

The side margins Ui the data portion of the sutle display.
state~body.mawaHeigbt•

0

The top and bozom margins in the data portion of the state display.
taap.vehicleColor:

#809040

The color of vehicle and inactive radio rectangles in the map display (daik olive drab).
mapmanuallyPiacedVehicleColor:

f9aO00O

bThe
color of manually placed vehicle and inactive radio rectangles in the map display (ight
'olive drab).
mapisonExistantColor:

#9a080

The color of non-existant vehicle and inactive radio rectangles in the, map display.

3

map.transmittingColor:

The color of transmitting radio rectangles in the map display.
map.receivingColor:

SThe

green
magenta

color of receiving radio rectangles in the map display.
map.notRecelvingColmr

red

The color of not-receiving radio rectangles in the map display.
map.unconnectedColor:

red

The color of bolts between unconnected radios.
map.connectedColor:

green

The color of bolts between connected radios.

Smap.conflictColor.,

oraige

The color of bolts between radios when a tansmission conflict occurs.

3

nmap.receiving0Color:
mapJxecevlnglColor:
map.receiving2Color:
.aprelvin&3Color:.

greem
greea
black
black

One of the color; of bolts between radios during reception. The bolt is striped with a
sequence of four colors. Animation is achieved by cycling the color map so each stripe is
colored by each of the four colors in sequence.
mapxntunedStyle

BLANK

The style of the lightning bolts between radios not tuned the same.
maptunedStylk.
The style of the lightning bolts between ra"
have occurred.
MSIp.unconetedStyle.

I

I

HOLLOW
tuned the same but for which no ransmnission
FILLED
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The style of the lightning bolts between radios that are not able to communicate.
map.connectedStyle:

3

FILLED

The style of the lightning bolts between radios that are able to communicate.
map.conflictStyle:

FILLED

The style of the lightning bolts between radios for which communication was intesferrd with
by another simultaneous transmission.
map.receivingStyle:
ANIMATE
The style of the ligh.ming bolts between radios during reception.
map.foreground:

O0

The interval between color map changes used for animation.
map.formSpacing:

3

black

The color of outlines and other foreground objects in the map display.
map.animationlnterval:

I

5

I0

1

The spacing between separators and other elements of the map display.
map.form.marginWidth:

S

The side margin of separators and other elements of the map display.
map.ferm.marginHeight:b

$

The top and Noatom margins of separators and other elements of the map display.
mapform.body.resizePolicy:

RESIZE NONE

The size of the map is constant.
map.formJabeLlabelString:

Radio Connectivity Map

I

The text of the label on the map display.
mapform.close.labelString:

Close

The text of the label on the "close* button.
map.formstep.labelString:

Step

The text of the label on the "step' button.
map.fonn.anomaly.labelString:

Next Anomaly

The text of the label on the "next anotraly" button.
maporm.freezelabelStrinr-

Freeze

The text of the label on the "freeze" button.
map.form.unfreeze.labelString:

3
3

Thaw

I
3

The text of the label on t&e "thaw* button.
map~form.wldth:

512

The width of the map display.
map*body.height:

3

384

The height of the map display.
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map~bodymzargin Width:
*ap~body.marginHeight:0
znap~body~form.marginHeight:

0

mnap'body t forumnargin Width:

0

uaapbtody~forspacing:

0

,map~body~form.XmSeparatorJborder Width:

0

map~bodyform.XmSeparAtorGadget.borderWidth:

0

map~body~form.XmLabeLmarginlleight:

.

map*body~form.XnsLabelGadgeLmargiHeight:

0

map'body*form.XmLabeLmarginWidth:

0

map~body*form.XmLabeIGadget~zarpin Width:

0

radmonoldisp~flle.dfrMask:

Oradmon

*The pattern for scanning a directory of radmon data files. Files matching this pattern a
* available for reading or overwritng.
functioh&hnerisadjustLast.-

fake

gene.Asacrolled WiudowMargin Width:

3

genemaLwiddh
The width, of the general display ama

C50

gefuraLheigbt:

S00

The height of the general display area.
sekwfdWb

620

The width of fte work ame within the general display Arm
Work~belght:
10

-
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The height of the work area within we general display area.
workmarginWidtb:

10

work.marginHeight:

10

workspacing:

S

work.borderWidth:

0

1

I
II
I
I
I
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